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COMMUNITY
IN MAC
by Suzannah Guthmann
Covenant’s residence buildings are known for their established traditions, lifelong
friendships, and bewildering pranks. While Carter,
Founders, and Andreas have
formed distinct building
personalities, Mac seems to
rely more on hall-focused
communities and traditions.
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NICHOLAS BARKER FICTION CONTEST
by Marie Bowen
Christian fiction. The very
name of the genre causes
many lovers of great literature to shudder. Christian
fiction often has a bad reputation for its clichés and
cheesy endings. But Dr. Hans
Madueme and Dr. Robert
Erle Barham hope to change
that.
They have initiated the Nicholas Barker Short Fiction
Prize, that will be awarded
to a Covenant College un-

dergrad who submits a short
story masterfully exploring
what Christian fiction can
be. The title of this prize is
named after former Covenant English professor Dr.
Nicholas Barker, as a way of
honoring him as a beloved
faculty member who served
from 1966 to 2006.
On Friday morning, November 2, in Barham’s office, which is brimming with
books, Dr. Madueme and Dr.
Barham sat down and discussed their inspiration and

hopes for this contest.
“We are a part of a small
reading group: the two of us,
Dr. Macallister, and Barbara
Beckman, actually. And we
love fiction, we read together and talk about what we’re
reading,” Madueme said.
“But as that has been going
on, for some years, we’ve had
this conversation about the
power of literature and just
wondering, is there Christian fiction and are there fiction writers drawing on the
Christian tradition in some

way and what does that look
like?”
This underlying question has
been at the forefront of Madueme and Barham’s minds as
they have spent time sleuthing around for modern fiction that grapples with the
reality of God and his supernatural presence in the contemporary world. They have
concluded that there is not
much of this kind of short
fiction done by living writCONTINUED ON PAGE 3

In Founders, the halls (except for Catacombs and 1st
Belz) are located off of large,
central lobbies fitted with
couches, study spaces, and
TVs that the whole Founders
community can use without
the restrictions of open hall
hours. Carter has a recently
renovated community area
situated in the mailroom,
with study spaces and a TV.
The closest building layout
to Mac is Andreas, which
also has hall-specific common spaces and a single
first-level lobby, with a key
difference: students must
walk through the Andreas’
lobby to reach its elevator.
The Caudle Room, Mac’s
only building-wide common
space, sits behind two sets of
wooden and glass doors. It
isn’t the most inviting place:
home to a few round tables
and the recent addition of
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

TRUMP IN CHATTANOOGA
by Sarah Dreher
A giant American flag,
cheering crowds packed
into UTC’s McKenzie Arena, signs reading “Women for Trump” and “Finish
the Wall,” children wearing “Make America Great
Again” t-shirts, Lee Greenwood singing “God Bless the
USA”—this was the scene
that greeted President Donald Trump on the evening of
Sunday, November 4, as he
walked onto the stage with
two thumbs up, ready to rally Chattanooga crowds to
vote Republican in the November 6 midterm elections.
Trump supporters were not
the only ones present on that
day. Outside of the stadium,
where non-campaign signs
were not prohibited, protesters gathered to express
their displeasure with various policies and attitudes
of Trump’s administration.
Among those who expressed
their unhappiness with the
president on Sunday was Rihanna, who tweeted disap-

proval over her song “Don’t
Stop the Music” being played
at what she referred to as
“one of those tragic rallies.”
Inside of the stadium, the
rally occurred to boost Republican Marsha Blackburn
of Tennessee, who ran a
close race for Senate with her
Democrat opponent, Phil
Bredesen. Both Trump and
Vice President Mike Pence
attended, and they made
their uncommon joint-appearance in Chattanooga to
help Blackburn win the seat
in the Senate.
During the rally, Trump
highlighted the successes of
his administration, hit on
many hot-button issues such
as immigration and Justice
Kavanaugh’s recent accusations of sexual assault, and
portrayed Blackburn as a
candidate who would stand
by his side and help the Republican party.
Pence came to the podium first to open the rally
with a brief speech, where

he praised Blackburn as “a
woman of faith and conviction.” The crowd cheered
“Marsha” in response.
Soon Trump entered the
stadium to raucous shouts
from the crowd. Standing
under banners that read
“Promises Made, Promises
Kept,” he spent his roughly
45-minute speech covering
some issues that typically
hold Republicans’ concerns.

These included his promises
to cut taxes for middle-class
families, “stand with ICE
and law enforcement,” fight
against the opioid epidemic,
and create more jobs in the
country.
Trump also spent a significant amount of his speech
time on immigration and
related topics. When he talked about the funding his
administration is saving to

build a wall along the southern border of the United
States, the crowd responded
with resounding chants of
“Build that wall!” that filled
the arena. He claimed that
illegal immigration costs the
US over $100 billion annually. He highlighted the drugs
that are smuggled into the
country across the southern border and emphasized
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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OPEN HALL HOURS
by Hope Merrill
On October 1, Dr. Brad Voyles,
the Vice President of Student
Development and Dean of
Students, announced to the
student body at the beginning of his chapel talk that the
month of October would be a
trial run for a new set of open
hall hours. These new hours
run from 4-11 p.m. on Friday
and Saturday, and 4-8 p.m. on
Sunday.
During the 2018 spring semester, Student Senate formed an
ad hoc committee for the purpose of looking into changing
open hall hours. Members
of Student Senate found the
hours to be inconsistent since
they started at different times
each day.
They also realized that other
Christian colleges often had
more hours. Berry College, a
Christian liberal arts college in
Rome, Georgia, has open hall
hours that last from 10 a.m.
to 1 a.m. on Sunday through
Thursday, and 10 a.m. to 2 a.m.
on Friday and Saturday.
After reviewing such statistics,
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
two couches and a TV. Located behind the elevator
and stairs which lead to each
floor, there is little need for
students to walk through the
Caudle Room on their dayto-day paths.
Caleb Keitt (‘20), the current RA of Lawrence, has
recognized since his freshman year that Mac has the
reputation of being more
quiet, with people preferring
to spend time in their own
rooms or in their halls’ individual common rooms at the
opposite ends of each floor.
Keitt said, “I literally think
it’s because of the doors [to
the Caudle Room]. We’ve
talked about if we could
open the doors and keep
those open more often, [...]
but we can’t leave them open
all the time because of the
fire code. I’m not saying that
we should just disobey fire
code, but it would be nice if
there was a way around that
we could be safe and still, at
the same time, make it... a
room where people can go
into and have a casual time.”
Michelann Settle (‘20), who
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crimes committed by illegal
immigrants.
Midway through the rally,
Marsha Blackburn made an
appearance on stage to address the crowds herself. She
said that “Tennesseans will
want a senator who will do
exactly what she says she will
do when she gets to Washington,” and she promised to
be this senator for them.

Student Senate sent out a survey to the student body in the
spring of 2018 asking for opinions on the current open hall
hours and whether they should
be increased, decreased, or
stay as they were.
After receiving the feedback of
the surveys, Tindol Pate (‘19),
Student Body President, said,
“We realized basically there is
going to be people who like it
and people that hate it regardless of what we do.”
Once the decision was made,
the ad hoc committee created
a proposal and sent it off to the
Student Development office.
The proposal originally suggested to have the hours be
from 4-11 p.m. on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday. This was
received by Dr. Brad Voyles
and Jonathan Wylie, the Associate Dean of Students, in
the spring. They discussed
the matter with the Residence
Life staff, who were on board
with the change to make the
hours consistently 4-11 p.m.
on Friday and Saturday. There
was push back with having the
4-11 p.m. hours on Sunday.
lived on Harambe! her first
two years at Covenant, said
about the Caudle Room, “It
was so awkward! I think it
was good in that it’s a good
space to have things, like
hall or organized events if
you got the lighting right. As
a functional space, for me, it
was not the place to go. As
far as that affected the community of the building, I just
think it definitely could have
been used as a community
building space, but the fact
that it just wasn’t convenient
just made it not that for a lot
of people.”
This sentiment was shared
by the RA of Rowen, Bethany Sikkink (‘20), who said,
“It has been difficult to facilitate [cross-hall relationships] because… we have
less common space for the
entire building.”
While the resident life staff
in Mac can’t make the location of the Caudle Room
more convenient, they are
working to make it more
appealing. When Andrea
Lopez, the building’s new
Resident Director, arrived
at Covenant three months
ago, she had been briefed on
the individual greatness of
the halls and the strong hall
identity found in Mac. Lopez
Trump stoked the crowd by
saying that when they vote
“yes” for Blackburn, they are
voting “no” to his past opponent Hillary Clinton and
to Congresswoman Maxine
Waters. While he referred
to the Democratic party as
the “radical resistance” that
opposes the progress he has
made, Trump referred to his
party as “proud,” “loyal,” and
ready to “win, win, win.” He
urged the crowd to vote for
Republicans so that “we can
continue the greatest political movement in the history

There were many factors that
weighed in for the decision of
changing the hours to 4-8 p.m.
on Sunday. Many Covenant
students often leave campus
to attend church on Sunday
mornings and go to lunch
afterwards, and thus do not
make it back to campus in time
to truly utilize the previous 1-5
p.m. open hall hours. The decision to move the starting time
up to 4 p.m. came from the
idea that more students would
be able to utilize this time period.
However, resident halls’ Sunday night meeting, Prayer and
Praise, contributed to the decision of Sunday’s hours. Student
development chose to shorten
the 4-11 p.m. and change it to
end at 8 p.m. in hopes that students would feel encouraged
to spend time afterwards with
their halls. The RDs, however,
are willing to discuss opportunities with brother/sister halls
who want to do Prayer and
Praise together after the open
hall hours.
Since this was a trial run for
the month of October, the
question remains: how did
Student Development decide
to keep the hours?
Jonathan Wylie met with the
had been encouraged by the
quality of the brother-sister
hall bonds in Mac, but still
felt that more could be done
to strengthen cross-hall relationships.
In a bid to strengthen the
appeal of the Caudle Room,
Andrea has moved the RAs
from spending their on-call
duty hours in Mac’s RA/RD
office to spending it in the
Caudle Room. Every week
night, the RAs plan an activity to do with students.
These activities have included “Lord of the Rings”
marathons, Quidditch, Just
Dance, and a creation of
Keitt and Esther Pruitt’s
(‘20) Kopy and Paste, an
event where students attempt to follow along and
recreate Bob Ross paintings
with crayons.
Lopez said, “Isaiah Barnfield
[RD of Founders] last year
had his RAs do some sort of
programming during their
duty time, and it worked
really well. The stories I’ve
heard of how their community grew were really encouraging, so much that ResLife
as a whole decided to do that
across all four buildings.”
The majority of the RA staff
in Mac has been overwhelmof our country.”
As Trump wrapped up his
speech, he said, “I am asking
every citizen from every party, every background, and
every race, color, and creed,
to reject the Democrat politics of anger and division
and to unite behind our
proud and righteous destiny
as Americans.”
Trump’s visit to Chattanooga came just two days before
the November 6 midterm
elections, which in many
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RDs over Fall Break to discuss
how the new open hall hours
policy was going. They reported that students did not blatantly ignore the new rules or
stay later than they were supposed to stay.
There was also not an overwhelming number of students
who voiced that they were not
getting enough time with their
hall. On November 2, it was
ingly in favor of the decision—and of Lopez.
Pruitt, the RA of Halcyon,
said, “[Lopez] started out
asking the RAs about our
experience on campus, what
other buildings have done
well, and what we wanted
to accomplish this year personally. We would write out
notecards and I’ve probably
forgotten all of my answers
but she kept them all and
definitely read them. That’s
just the type of person she
is. She’s really wanting to
learn about how we can best
be faithful to what’s right in
front of us.”
Other ways Lopez and the
RA staff have been working
to strengthen community
can be found in the recent
women’s gathering called
“Sinceri-Tea,” where the
women of Mac got together
for a time of fellowship with
Lopez and Sarah Ocando.
This allowed for cross-hall
conversations that would not
have happened otherwise.
Lopez said, “If I could pick
a motto for Mac, it would
be ‘Deeply Rooted:’ the idea
that the students here are
digging into life, digging into
their relationships with the
Lord, digging into their relastates—Tennessee
included—held tight races between
Democrat and Republican
candidates.
Polls varied up until Election Day, some saying that
Tennessee Senate candidates Blackburn and Bredesen were tied, and some
giving Blackburn the lead,
according to the Chattanooga Times Free Press. The
Tennessean stated that the
Blackburn-Bredesen
race
became the most expensive
Senate race in Tennessee his-

announced by Student Development that the new open hall
hours will remain.
Reflecting on the whole process, Wylie said, “Hopefully
the students see that we are
willing to listen and to work
with them and to help keep
them satisfied and to have a
good time.”

tionships with other people,
the academics they’re learning, and that all of these are
intersecting.”
The final way that Mac is
working on building community is through their
Open Hall activities. Mac
lacks the walkthrough competitions of other buildings,
such as Carter Christmas,
Around Founders, or Down
in Andreas. They have little
opportunity to welcome outof-building students into
their community and traditions. Hannah Groenendyk (‘21), the residence hall
president, came up with the
idea of mini walkthroughs to
build Mac community, one
each month, hosted by different halls.
Two have already happened:
Lawrence Luau and Rowen
Open Mic. While not marketed outside of Mac, residents from other buildings
did attend both events. The
Open Hall events have become a mode of strengthening cross-hall relationships
in Mac, and they hint at the
possibility of a more unified
Mac in the future.

tory, reflecting on its intensity and closeness.
Trump hoped that his visit
to Chattanooga would secure another Republican
seat in the Senate, and on
November 6, Blackburn won
the Tennessee Senate race.
As reported by the Associated Press, Bredesen received
43.9 percent of the votes,
and Blackburn won with
54.7 percent, making her the
first female senator of Tennessee.
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POLITICAL CLUBS AT COVENANT,
OR THE LACK THEREOF
by Sara Bess Kemeny
College Republicans and College Democrats clubs at Christian colleges like Wheaton,
Grove City, Messiah, Calvin,
and Gordon recently geared
up for the midterm elections.
During election season, political clubs promote student
involvement in politics by
conducting voter registration
drives, publishing informational pamphlets, and recruiting student volunteers for
campaigns.
Covenant College has no partisan political clubs. In the fall
of 2016, former student Wes
Wright and now-alumna Autumn Allen (‘17) tried to start

a College Republicans club.
A number of factors led to
the club’s dissolution before it
was proposed to Student Senate. Allen was unable to find a
full-time professor who would
agree to be the faculty advisor,
and lack of organization led to
the club’s unsuccess.
In the spring of 2017, Erin
Cooke, a former student,
brought before Student Senate a proposal to start a Turning Point USA chapter. Senate
rejected the proposal, citing
the organization's potential to
breed discord among students.
Turning Point equips students
to advocate for conservative ideas and values through

grassroots activism and peerto-peer conversation. The organization’s key values are fiscal responsibility, free markets,
and limited government.
In her presentation before the
Senate, Cooke described a
number of potential benefits
of a Turning Point chapter.
The club would give students
access to political conferences,
provide leadership opportunities, and offer another route
for fulfilling the intercultural
experience requirement: a trip
to Israel to study Israeli-Christian relations.
Part of Turning Point’s mission is to rebrand conservative
values with strategic messaging. Turning Point activist
signs feature conservative taglines such as “Big government
sucks,” and “Free markets, free
people.” Cooke offered to have
any signage pre-approved by
Senate.
Louis Metcalfe (‘18), Student
Body President at the time,
opposed the proposal because
of its messaging.
Referring to the group's Facebook page, Metcalfe said, “It’s

BARKER CONTEST
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

ers. So, they are calling Covenant students to inaugurate
modern work of exemplary fiction that achieves this
same goal.
“It sort of came to me, the
idea that there doesn’t seem
to be an abundance of this
kind of Christian fiction,”
Madueme said. “We are
at Covenant College and
steeped in this tradition, so

why not? Why not? If we are
looking for this kind of fiction, why can’t we get our
students to try a hand at it?”

fiction or Christian fiction,
but he asked: shouldn’t there
be something that encapsulates both?

Madueme went on to explain how current great fiction writers rarely dabble
into the realm of Christian
themes, and if they do so, it
usually is in the background
or as a foil. He said that writers who deal with Christian
themes directly are often of
mediocre quality. Christian
authors, Madueme noted,
tend to either produce great

“In part, what we are looking for is pressing right into
the Christian material and
doing it at a high level that
provides a rich reading experience,” Madueme said.
Thus, Madueme and Barham decided to initiate this
fiction competition to encourage Covenant writers
to partake in this mission

STUDENT SENATE NEWSLETTER
What has Senate been up
to?
• Thanks to the initiation of
Student Senate, open hall
hours have been officially
changed to Friday/Saturday 4-11 p.m. and Sunday
4-8 p.m. If you have other
ideas for improvement reach out to your Senator!
• On Oct. 18th, Covenant’s
Board of Trustees met to
discuss issues of the College. Senators’ summaries
of the meetings are available through a link outside
the Senate office!
• Committee for Women
on Covenant’s Board: Our
goal is to create a space
for students’ opinions
and questions regarding
non-ordained trustees on
the Board of Covenant
College to be heard. If you
would like to continue the
conversation, please reach
out to Miller Green.

Residence Hall Updates:
• In the last weekend of October, over 500 students
attended Founders Folklore, an “Around Founders”
event. Sleeping Beauty (Jubilee), came away with 1st
place for the second year in a
row, Snow White (Balcony)
placed 2nd, and Robin Hood
(1st Belz) placed 3rd.
• On Saturday, Nov. 10th, the
campus was invited to Mac
Movie, to enjoy popcorn and
original short films created
by the residents of Maclellan/Rymer.
• Treat Yo Self at the Apartments on Halloween was a
great time: lots of scary good
costumes, candy, s’mores,
and music: Tom Haverford
would be proud.
• Students filled Carter lobby
for Cafe Literati - a showcase
of student talents including
singing, spoken word, and
stand-up comedy.

Class Updates:
• Freshmen: look forward
to an upcoming event,
“Grounds for Friendship,”
on Monday Nov. 19th,
where you get to talk over
coffee and donuts with Seniors as they share their
wisdom and experience.
• Sophomores: Come to
Carter Lobby at 8 p.m. on
Nov. 30th to hear your favorite people from around
campus read Christmas
stories by the fire!
• Juniors: Don’t forget about
our last event of the semester, Pancakes & Prayer, on
Dec. 7!
Keep Your Eyes Open For:
• Down in Andreas - Nov.
17th at 8 p.m. Come see
some awesome halls and
get snacks!
• Hall Cup Standings (as of
Nov. 6): Founders 275, Andreas 175, Mac 150, Carter
125. Earn more points for
your building at the Women’s Basketball game on
Nov. 28th!

not eloquent, and they don’t
express themselves in a Christlike manner.”
Dr. Jack Beckman, Student
Senate’s faculty advisor, also
expressed strong reservations
about the organization during
the meeting. He called the organization’s dialogue “radical
and divisive” and urged Senate
to consider the issue according
to a Biblical framework.
“What do we say to our students at Covenant College who
are fully Christian and fully
left?” Beckman asked.
Other Senate members, such
as former Junior Class President Pedro Martinez (‘18),
liked the idea of starting a political group but had reservations about Turning Point.
“Turning Point might not be
the right vehicle to use at Covenant,” Martinez said.
Today Beckman affirms the
Senate’s decision to block the
creation of a Turning Point
chapter. Beckman said he
would be open to having partisan student organizations in
the future as long as they are
respectful and promote productive political discourse.
Referring to divisive political dialogue, Beckman said,
“Turning Point feeds into that
brokenness; it is not transformative, or redemptive. They
of writing good literary fiction centered on Christian
themes. These two professors will be the primary
judges of the submission and
will award a prize if there is
an entry of sufficient quality.
The piece of fiction must
be a 2,000-8,000 word unpublished piece, written by
a current Covenant undergraduate student, submitted anytime between now
and March 1, 2019 in PDF
form to nick.barkerprize@
covenant.edu. Barham said
entries have already started
coming in.
Madueme and Barham further explained the kind of
fiction they were hoping to
read and how it might meet
their criteria for good Christian fiction that transcends
the secularized material
world and imaginatively engages supernatural realities.
“A particular range of fiction
we are envisioning is able
to sort of draw the curtain
and allow readers to glimpse
something of the world of
Scripture,” Madueme explained. He added, “Not in a
flat-footed, simplistic way…
We are looking for fiction
that is able to provoke evocatively to take the reader to
consider the transcendent
spiritual realities.”
Barham added that part of
the challenge of the competition is its breadth that
allows different avenues towards accomplishing this
task. Some genres of fiction
they suggested include contemporary, historical, fantasy, magical realism, science
fiction, and even detective
fiction.

THE
VERDICT
YES,
to winter.

NO,
to uncontrollable heat
temperatures.

weaponize students to go after
faculty and other students…
and crush other views.”
Today, Cooke is president of
a Turning Point USA chapter
at the University of Georgia.
She maintains her stance that
students benefit from learning
to operate in partisan politics.
Cooke also praises the club for
fostering diverse political dialogue on campus.
“I would encourage [partisan
groups] because that’s the real
world, that’s real life,” Cooke
said. “We have to learn what
the other side thinks, what
they promote, and what they
actually believe.”

He said that, “the idea is to
have a portrayal of the world
that is informed by the supernatural, the spiritual, that
is consonant with Scripture,
so it’s not strictly a material
world. It could be a brush
with the supernatural, or an
explicit encounter… It could
just be a portrayal of the
world as a kind of everyday
holiness.”
“I think it would be wonderful if Covenant College
is the place where all of you
writers, using all of who you
are, write stories that pull us
out of our spiritual slumber.”
Madueme said. “I want to
read that fiction, so indulge
us. Write these stories!”
Later, in Barham’s special
topics course, Narrative and
the Christian Imagination,
Madueme challenged the
class to embrace the call to
write these stories:
“Where are those stories
that gleam like lightning?
Where are those novelists
subverting the secular narratives and undermining the
anti-Christian strategies of
the devil? That’s my question. Where are they? I hope
you can help me figure out
this conundrum. I need your
help… We want to see you
writing these stories. Please,
please write these stories.
Christian fiction may be
dead today, but for the sake
of heaven, let it rise again,
like a blazing phoenix over
Lookout Mountain.”
So, Covenant College, will
you take part in the challenge?
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SCOTS MEN’S
SOCCER SEASON
by Nate Plating
The men’s soccer season came
to a close on Saturday following
a loss to the Maryville Scots,
giving Maryville their second
USA South Championship in
3 years. Even with the absence
of a championship, Covenant
put together one of their best
seasons in years. With a 14-6-1
record, they had their first 10
or more win season since the
2014 Championship season.
Many questioned how the
Scots would fare following the
loss of their 2-time USA South
All-Sportsmanship recipient
and 2-year captain Nate Mackey (‘18). But these doubters
were quickly quieted following
the Scots 7-0 win versus Tennessee Wesleyan to kick off the
season. Covenant went on to
grab two more wins, tallying
12 goals in their first 3 games,
one in each game coming from
Jesse Riggs (‘20). Covenant
fell to 1-2 through their next
three games, their only win be-

ing a 3-0 handling of eventual
champions Maryville, aided by
a 58th minute goal from Anthony Buzzeo (‘20). Coming
into the midseason, Covenant
continued to suffer more losses, going 3-3-1 over the next 7
games, netting 14 goals over
this stretch. They logged two
multiple-goal wins during this
stretch, including a 6-2 victory
over Berea, with a pair of goals
by Buzzeo and one each by
freshmen Keegan Weekly (‘22)
and Austin Berry (‘22).
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Following this, Covenant hit
a hot streak, winning 7 in a
row and netting 21 goals, with
goalkeeper Paul Lemay (‘20)
logging 4 shutouts and one
goal each in the other 3 wins,
aided by 45 minutes of play
from freshman keeper Henry
Hooks (‘22) during a 5-0 blowout versus Huntingdon. The
final two wins in this streak
came in the first two rounds
of the USA South tournament,
handing losses to Piedmont
and Greensboro before com-

ing up against eventual champions Maryville in the final.

THE GOOD, THE BAD,
AND THE PETTY

Another Good is the Warriors.
But of course they’re good.
They are the team you get
when you turn trade logic off
on 2k and create a starting five
of all 90+ players. The assumption this offseason was that the
Warriors were going to run
away with this year’s title, and
it is looking like that will come
to fruition. They are so good
that their best three players
can just look at one another,
talk for a second to decide who
is gonna drop 40 that night,
and then go out on the court
and do it. Which they literally
did last week.

threw down 41 on the New
York Knicks on the same night
the Knicks were so desperately
trying to make a good pre-free
agency pitch to KD. Ruthless.
Then three nights later Klay
Thompson decided to join in
the festivities and racked up 52
on the Chicago Bulls in a game
that at one point looked like it
could have ended 215-106, and
that is not an exaggeration. The
Warriors almost scored 100
points in the first half. So yeah,
they’re really good (they are
9-1 and to what team did they
lose? That’s right, the mile high
boys, my Denver Nuggets.)

The first night was Steph Curry’s night. He scored 51 points
against the Wizards with ease.
Two nights later Kevin Durant,
the world’s lankiest snake,

The Bad
The Wizards are horrible. And
they shouldn’t be — they have
perennial all-star John Wall
and modern day Ray Allen
(Bradley Beal), but they are
horrible. They are 2-7 as of
today and their two wins are
against a miserable Knicks
team and a pretty good Trail
Blazers team. Wall and Beal
are putting up okay numbers:
21.2 and 23 p.p.g. respectively,
but the rest of the team is the
problem. Their role players
and bench have historically
been bad, and this year they
have been even more so. Their
best bench player is Austin
Rivers. That should tell you everything you need to know.

by Will Kirkpatrick

Another issue of the Bagpipe,
another entry of the Good, the
Bad, and the Petty of the NBA.
The past two weeks have been
very eventful in the world’s
best league and I just can’t wait
to break it all down right here.
The Good
Well, the Toronto Raptors are
good. Really, really good. They
have jumped out to a commanding 9-1 record and sit
alone at the top of the Eastern Conference, led by Kawhi
Leonard and the ever awesome

Kyle Lowry, who is in my top
five picks for MVP right now.
He has been outstanding. He’s
averaging 18 points per-game,
while shooting at an incredible 50 percent clip from the
field and 40 percent from behind the arc. He is in the upper echelon of playmakers in
the league, and is dishing out
11.6 assists per-game to only
2.7 turnovers per game. This
Raptors team is sensational,
and behind the leadership of
Kawhi and Lowry, they should
be considered real title contenders. I think they are the
team to beat in the East.

The Scots season ended with
a total of 51 goals. Riggs led
the pack with eight, going
5-5 from the penalty spot. 10
Scots came away with multiple-goal seasons, including
three freshman—Austin Berry, Keegan Weekly, and Mercer Stout (‘22). Additionally,
seven Scots received All-USA
South honors. Jesse Riggs received All-USA South 1st

team. Christopher Kitchen
(‘19) received All-USA South
2nd team. Paul Lemay received
All-USA South 2nd team. Carl
Simakoff (‘19) received AllUSA South 3rd team. Josh
Brower (‘20) received All-USA
South 3rd team. Parker Owen
(‘21) received All-USA South
3rd team, and Jonathan Barrett (‘19) received USA South
All-Sportsmanship.
While it may not have ended with a championship, the

Another team that has gotten
off to a horrendous start is the
Houston Rockets. James Harden is still amazing, but he has
only played 5 of their first 8
games. The Rockets have been
losing games because their
24th best offense in the league

Scots certainly put together a
successful season, one of the
best in years. Seniors Jonathan
Barrett, Christopher Kitchen, Ethan Pettit, Carl Simakoff, and Josiah McDaniel will
be dearly missed. But with
strong freshman performances
and continuing improvement
across the board, Coach Scott
Bosgraf (‘89) and his team
look poised to follow it up next
year with another impressive
season.

has just not been able to score
enough points to keep up with
their opponents. I fully expect this team to get back on
track once they figure out how
to properly utilize the new
players they acquired in the
off-season (Marquese Chriss/
Carmelo Anthony), or if they
can convince Tom Thibodeau
to trade them Jimmy Butler and then they will get real
good, real fast.
The Petty
IS THAT JOEL EMBIID’S
MUSIC I HEAR? Yes, yes it is.
The crown prince of pettiness
was in his BAG this week at
the expense of Detroit’s own
Andre Drummond. The two
seven-footers have a history of
hating each other and showing
it clearly on the court, and of
course on social media after
the games. This installment
of the rivalry was particularly petty. After Embiid scored
39 points on Drummond’s
head, while also nearly fouling
Drummond out of the game,
Joel went straight to Twitter.
He tweeted out “I own a lot
of real estate in @andredrummondd head and I’m on my
way to build more #Bum
#TheProcess” with pictures of
the two facing off on the court
accompanied with two more
pictures of Embiid pushing
a wheelbarrow full of bricks
and a picture of him shooting
a jump shot over Drummond’s
head. Drummond got toasted
on and off the court, but what
are you gonna expect when
you’re matched up against the
Petty Prince?
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PHANTOM THREADS
by Ellie Brown

“I try to find those phantom
threads running through
things that seem to not have
any commonality.” -Casey
Fletcher
The moment you step into the
gallery on the second floor of
Kresge Library, you are met
with the phrase, “cherish grief
it is rare and unadulterated.”
This phrase was coined by Casey Fletcher, and it provides a
framework of viewing for the
rest of the works on display,
simply because it is the first
piece you see when you walk
in.
The exhibition opened on
Wednesday, October 17, which
included a Q&A with Fletcher
where he provided the framework and story behind the
pieces.
This is a show of “resurrected
works,” as Dr. Elissa Weichbrodt described it, because the
majority of these pieces are
ones that have lain dormant
in Fletcher’s portfolio since
2014. But it is also a show that
deals with absence, loss, and
grief. According to the artist,
none of these pieces were nec-

essarily meant to be displayed
together to focus on a similar
theme, but after the discussion, Fletcher acknowledged
that there are certain threads
running through all of them.
“History is a huge part of these
pieces,” Fletcher said, going
on to explain that the history
ranged from the general past,
such as the story of Emmett
Till (“A Monument to Emmett
Till,” 2014), to his personal
past, like his relationship with
his father (“Jim (the Artist and
His Father),” 2014). Fletcher’s
piece “Cross” deals with this
idea of historical grief in the
form of a lynching machine.
The material itself—2x4s, cement, and rope—add to the
weightiness of the idea behind the piece. Hanging from
the top of the machine is a net
made of rope that is encasing
several cement apples. It was
in part inspired by the song
“Strange Fruit” by Billie Holiday, entering the conversation
around the “common Christian iconography of forbidden
fruit,” Fletcher explained.
The grief aspect comes in
through the appearance of
the cast apples: “Casting has a
deadening effect,” said Fletch-

er. Dr. Weichbrodt added that
it is also a representation of
“sin that has become so normalized [that] you are deadened to it.” This piece is grieving not only the history behind
the lynching machine and all
that that entails, but also all
of the times we, as Christians,
have turned a blind eye to injustice, allowing it to become
so normal that we deaden ourselves to the effect of it.
Fletcher’s personal history is
also represented in the piece
displayed in the corner window of the art gallery, entitled “Jackson”, (2014) after his
nephew who has autism. This
piece towers above its viewers,

a curved branch beginning
in a wood base that resembles a city, but then gracefully curving upward, where a
small house is perched at the
very top. Fletcher described
his thought process behind
this piece, saying that it was
“meant to represent [Jackson’s]
positioning in relation to all of
us.” His nephew, as said above,
is autistic, and also non-verbal,
but this piece is a beautiful, visual representation of Fletcher’s own wrestling with the
situation.

marked.

“We’re all made of the same
stuff, but we’re using it very
differently, or it’s pointing us
in a different direction,” he re-

The piece to the right of “Jackson” and directly across from
the door ties together all of
these ideas of absence, loss,
and grief. It is titled “Jessica”,
(2014) and is an egg tempera
on canvas piece that Fletcher
painted while studying abroad
in Italy with text that reads:
“cherish grief it is rare and unadulterated.”

THE INTERSECTION
AT 23rd AND 4th
by Emily Brauer

To 23rd & 4th
Hello and goodbye
A fleeting passing
A brief sigh
Birds all aligned
They sit in their rows
Chittering and chattering
they look down below
Wires hang like ink
Traipsed across the sky
No seeming destination
They seem to imply
The spectators watch
the play unfold
The drama of everyday
Never getting old
One day with luck
Judy did see,
“A scrap of Subway
dropped just for me!”
Cautious and coy
She had to be
To beat her friends and foes
to that piece of meat
She wiggles her way
Spreading her wings
And swoops in a hurry
Ignoring the ring
Her fellow comrades’ cries
sound strangely alarming
But after all
Losing can feel harming
Snap! Thud!

Originally, there was no text. It
was simply a landscape painting that Fletcher made for a
project, where two people had
to paint each other’s visions of
Eden. Fletcher’s partner was a
girl named Jessica, whose vision of Eden resembled Montana, where she was from. Later, Fletcher added the text.

A bright red flash
Screech of the tires
A man with no cash

Cigarette in mouth
Brown scraps of mildew
“Damn burd,” he grumbles
got guts on my view”

“Without the text, I like it, but
not in a complete way that’s
true to her.” The text is startling and a bit confusing without context. When asked about
it, Fletcher explained that,
while “grief is actually freakishly common, unadulterated,
relentless pain [is not]”.

With a wipe of a sleeve
And a slam of the door
Driver moves on
Thinks of it no more
Life rolls on
at 23rd and 4th
Birds still in rows
The day on its course

The phrase is to challenge
those who have not experienced that kind of deep grief
because of the prosperity they
have always had. He went on to
say that cherishing grief is not
the same as celebrating it. To
cherish something is to purposefully slow down, to notice
what is happening, to not try
to speed through it.

The scent of
Hunon Wok Buffet
Wafting above
To the pigeon array
The Gas station pumping ‘n
Chugging away
2 for 1 chicken
Ending today
Squawking and gawking
The pigeons resume
Ongoing rabble
Black lines are the tomb
They’ll be there tomorrow
... and the next and the next
Like the ultimate “ok”
A meaningless text
Feathers adorning
Black thread across the sky
To 23rd & 4th
Hello and goodbye

This piece in particular does
not seem to immediately fit
the thread of grief and loss
running through the rest of
the pieces, but Dr. Weichbrodt
helped to tie it in with the
show as a whole, by remarking
that “Jackson” is a piece about
absence. “Absence is when
you don’t really know what
you’ve lost,” Dr. Weichbrodt
remarked, and because of this,
absence is a cause for grief just
as much as loss is.

photos for “Phantom Threads” by Caleb Smith

“To wallow in grief is useless.
But to actually do something
with it [is] to recognize its rarity and importance,” he concluded. Casey Fletcher’s show
demonstrates that grief can
be redeemed without being
entirely eradicated. Art gives
permission to its makers and
viewers to wrestle, to contemplate, and to grieve. That is the
beauty of it. It challenges us to
“cherish grief, [for] it is rare
and unadulterated.”
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JOJI’S “BALLADS 1” ALBUM
by Ellie Hitchcock
Joji is a growing producer, rapper, and singer who started as
a YouTube entertainer/ personality at the start of his career. During his YouTube days,
he focused a lot on comedy
and silly skits, and for a while
he released some less-than-serious music under the name
“Pink Guy.” Many of his vid-

eos went viral, and he is most
known for being a part of the
start of the viral dance craze
the “Harlem Shake”, which circled the media in early 2013
following its release.
Since then, Joji has moved on
and has gone off on his own
to pursue some of his different passions, which now seem
to include music tracks full of

DWELL HOTEL
by Ella Freeman
The Dwell Hotel sits on a
snug street in the heart of
downtown Chattanooga. The
three-story building, built in
1909, houses 16 rooms—each
of them unique, thanks to the
owner since 2016, Seija Ojanpera’s eclectic styling.
The hotel has been a dream of
Ojanpera since she was a kid.
She traveled extensively to
look at other hotels in search
for inspirations while dreaming up her hotel masterpiece.
Driven by a profound appreciation for luxurious comfort
and functional, beautiful design, Ojanpera single-handedly created this unique space.
“I wanted it to be a lot of fun,”
Ojanpera says on her hotel’s
website. “Almost an art piece; a
little gallery in each room.”
The hotel is the perfect place
for color lovers. Everything
from the logo to the lobby exudes retro, mid-century modern sophistication. Each of
the 16 rooms feature a unique
timeless design complemented
by vintage furniture and curated art pieces. Each one also
includes exposed brick walls,
memory-foam mattresses, and
fireside sitting nooks.
Ojanpera personally selected,
styled, and arranged unique
pieces from the 50’s, 60’s, and
early 70’s. Ojanpera collected all the art and furnishings,
scouring eBay and thrift stores
for patterned club chairs,
funky lamps, and period figurines. This wonderous style is

where Hollywood’s Wes Anderson meets the flower power
of The Mamas and the Papas.
This gives The Dwell a timeless visual flavor that cleverly
transports its guests someplace
wholly original, and costs
around $275 a night.

smooth beats with an underlying seriousness. He’s since
dropped all his comedic performances and, in the past
couple years, has been exploring the more serious side of
things.
His full name is George Miller, and he created the name
“Joji” as a way to point back
to his Japanese roots, as “Joji”

table. Colorful treats, prepared
by an in-house pastry chef find
their way to your room each
day.
The hotel’s staff can map out

is the correct pronunciation
of “George” in Japanese. He
grew up and went to school
in Japan. He currently resides
in Brooklyn, where he works
on his projects. Not much is
known about his personal life,
as he prefers to keep that private, but he is definitely growing in popularity as his new
tracks have launched him in a
different light,
After he quit YouTube in late
2017 because of the desires
to produce and work on his
music, Joji started releasing
singles on SoundCloud which
soon led him to the opportunity to create and release a full
EP. He’s always been an avid
music-maker, even in his YouTube days, but it was only after
he quit YouTube that he really
began to expand his sound and
develop songs that resonated
more seriously to who he is as
a person.

2017. His most recent album,
“BALLADS 1” has really expanded his sound and enabled
him to show his listeners what
he wants to embody as an artist and producer.
“BALLADS 1” is a step up
from his already decent EP
he released in 2017, so it is
obvious that Joji has a lot of
potential and hopefully a very
bright future ahead of him as
he continues to create music.
All the songs on “BALLADS
1” are well-made and thoughtful, and Joji has definitely been
growing as an artist through
them. His music has been described through an article by
Graham Corrigan as a kind of
“trip hop” with a mix of R&B.

In October 2017 he released a
single called “Will He” that led
to his EP “In Tongues” which
was released on November 3,

Each of his songs is full of
smooth deep beats that have
a melancholic and soulful
vibe. From power ballads on
his track like “Wanted You”
to smooth angsty tracks like
“Come Thru” and “Yeah Right”,
Joji is continuing to grow in his
uniqueness and artistry in the
music industry.

hiking routes and arrange paddle trips. They’ll even pack
picnic lunches or set up an
in-room massage afterward.
Hotels like the Dwell, give us
a sense that we matter in any

location. The very purpose of
this hotel’s existence, is to tend
to our needs, make us feel at
home and indulge our childish whims as dotingly as any
grandmother.

When walking into The Dwell
Hotel, guests can immediately
see the care that has been put
into the design because of the
hotel’s continuity.
The Dwell’s hospitality is surely a well-executed work of
art. The hotel is set apart by
their prodigious service and
unique design—it’s where luxury meets retro meets convenience. Because there are only
sixteen rooms, the staff can
give each customer the attention they deserve.
Ojanpera’s taste is not only visible through the thoughtfully
designed rooms, but also the
culinary program, and everything in between. The Dwell
Hotel is also home to the elegant Matilda Midnight cocktail
bar and the five-star restaurant
Solarium—a plant-filled seating area where guests can enjoy breakfast in sun-flooded
tranquility.
On the dinner menu, you can
find eclectic dishes like pork
osso bucco and a perfectly
cooked honey-lavender duck
breast. In the morning, a complimentary
made-to-order
breakfast includes omelets,
grits, and biscuits and gravy.
With two days notice, the chef
will prepare a special menu
just for you at the private chef ’s

photo by Anna Beth Corson
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AN OPEN LETTER
TO OUR CATCALLING CLASSMATES
Is this my fault? What did I do
to merit this? Am I actually
safe right now? These are the
questions that run through
our minds when you catcall
us. You may not realize this
form of sexual harassment is
a problem here, on Covenant
College’s campus; we didn’t expect it either. But it happens—
often—and it’s unacceptable.
We, women, are image bearers
of Christ, not sex objects.
Some of us avoid walking by
certain tables in the Great Hall
because we have often been
met with exclamations like:
“That ass!” One of us has also
had the experience of talking
to a guy, only to be interrupted
to hear him tell a nearby friend
(to our face!), “she’s pretty hot,
isn’t she?” While walking back
on campus at night, we’ve been
told we’re “looking good” in a
way that is completely inappropriate—you’re dishonoring
us and degrading yourselves.
These are just a few examples
of the ways women have been
disrespected on Covenant’s
campus. It’s not okay, and we
want to start a dialogue about
how we should be interacting
before God.

by Jenna Donet,
Sofía Mayo,
Avery Patz,
Bekah Smith,
Sawanya Sriubol,
and Karuna Taylor,
with Dr. Hans Madueme
One of the most unnerving
feelings is seeing you look us
up and down, then whistle or
yell at us. You may not mean
anything by it. You may not
intend to act on your implications, but we have no reason
to believe you won’t. Anytime
we see you, we’re reminded
of what you’ve said. You may
forget, but we continue to feel
uncomfortable and unsafe
around you. Your catcalling is
embarrassing for us (though
it should be embarrassing for
you as well), and it makes us
feel less human. When you
act this way towards us, it isn’t
an accurate reflection of who
you’re called to be. It’s not
playful, it’s sinful.
As an example, Jenna Donet
compares her experiences
overseas to those here at Covenant: “I grew up in a Muslim
country, where women’s sexual natures are generally ele-

ALL THINGS TO ALL PEOPLE?
by Noah Rallo
“Who is God to you?” This
is the first question that was
asked of me and each of my coworkers at the start of our internship this past summer. The
internship was an opportunity to engage in mission work
in the community of Mobile,
Alabama, primarily through
teaching children between
the ages of four and twelve at
a summer camp. Since this
internship was meant to be a
deeply missional experience
as well as an opportunity for
spiritual growth, this question
might not have been surprising to the other interns, but I
was certainly taken aback.
I’ll admit this five-word question had me stumped for a solid minute. After all, isn’t God
just God? He gave us all we
needed to know about him in

the Bible, so shouldn’t the answer be the same for everyone
who believes in the authority of Scripture? As it turned
out, all twelve of the interns
in the room, including myself,
gave a different answer, and I’d
be willing to bet if you went
around asking people on your
hall who God is to them, each
person would also give a different answer.
It might make us uncomfortable, but even people who read
the same Bible view God differently according to their personal experience. Some people
think of God more in terms
of his nature as transcendent
and all-powerful, while others
think of him more as having
immanent communion with
his people. The Bible tells us
that both ways of thinking
about God are true, and yet the
circumstances that distinguish

photo by Noah Rallo

vated over every other part of
their being. Almost anytime I
left the house, men would catcall me, often following me. It
grieves me to see that although
the overall culture is very different on Lookout Mountain,
there are men who seem to
believe this behavior is acceptable—maybe even flattering.
I want to tell you it’s not; it is
dehumanizing.”
One of us grew up in Nicaragua and was accustomed to
feeling insecure whenever she
stepped out of her neighborhood. Men would catcall her,
saying, “Beautiful, come to
me.” Although not as frequently, she has had similar experiences here, on a campus that
claims to hold Christ preeminent in all things. How are you
demonstrating Christ’s love by
demeaning us in this way?
We’re writing from a perspecus from our friends lead us to
focus on one or the other.
Some would see this tendency as a flaw that keeps us from
seeing God in all his enormity, but I think the fact that we
are drawn to specific aspects
of God’s character is a powerful testament to God’s abiding
concern with every facet of
our confusing, contradictory
selves. My answer to the question of who God is to me was
something along the lines of,
“God is the only one who sees
me in the midst of my feelings
of perpetual loneliness and
self-loathing.” So, does that
means this is the only way I
think of God? The answer to
that question, thanks to my exposure to a surprising amount
of diverse perspectives at this
tiny PCA college, is no. I’m not
arguing that God is or should
be thought of as “all things to
all people.” There is no doubt
in my mind that God reveals
very clear things about himself
in the Bible that are objectively
true. However, I would suggest that, if we take a step back
and look at the diverse world
around us, we can learn more
about God and develop a more
generous spirit.
The missionary Jayson Georges remarked that every cultural context has distinct “values
that, although not articulated,
directly affect people’s ideas
and actions.” That may seem
like common sense, but it’s es-

tive of wanting to grow as children of God in every aspect of
our lives. As human beings,
we all have inherent dignity.
We deserve your respect just
as you deserve ours. The human body is the Father’s work
of art, and sometimes the best
way to appreciate art is to remain silent—it deserves respect. There must be a shift in
perspective when contemplating our physical bodies.
There is no doubt that we are
aesthetic beings, and we sometimes compliment each other based on appearance. That
practice is not in itself wrong,
but it is wrong when you push
these comments on us inappropriately. This is a good rule
of thumb: if you don’t know us,
don’t comment on our physical appearance. If you are in
doubt, ask us what we would
be comfortable with. It’s a simple gesture, but it shows that
pecially important to apply to
the way people read the Bible.
Writing about the book of Romans, Georges points out that
people from a Western context
(including the United States)
tend to see the central question
of the book as, “How can I be
saved?” while people in the rest
of the world are more likely
to see the central question as,
“Who are the people of God?”
I think that both of these questions are completely valid, but
only acknowledging the first
would be a failure to appreciate
the scope of what Paul writes
throughout Romans (3:29-30,
4:9-12, 10:12-13, and 11:1724) about ethnocentrism and
coming to salvation as a group
rather than as an individual.
If you ever find yourself on the
receiving end of the question
that I was asked at the beginning of the summer, I would
encourage you not to feel like
you have to find a systematic
way of explaining the Trinity or say something straight
from John Calvin. If your first
instinct is to tell a story that
explains how you know what
you know about God, share
it. None of us will completely
understand God’s character in
this life, but we do know from
Psalm 139:2-6 that our subjective experiences are deeply
meaningful to him, and we
shouldn’t downplay their importance in how we understand God.

you care about us and want to
honor us.
Happily, most men at Covenant do not participate in catcalling. Thank you. However,
just because you aren’t participating doesn’t always mean
you’re helping. Passivity is also
harmful. You can affirm our
humanity in front of others
and model the respect we deserve. All of us can intervene
and help make this campus
safe for us by actively standing
up against those who harass
us. Idly standing by will not
bring about positive change.
So please, help be the change.
If a man disrespects a woman,
tell him to stop. It’s really that
simple. Just one step can make
a difference.
We hope you hear these words
in the right spirit; faithful are
the wounds of a friend (Proverbs 27:6). This article was not
easy to write and our hearts
are heavy—we too are sinners, works in progress. As the
psalmist writes, “Let the words
of my mouth and the meditation of my heart be acceptable in your sight, oh Lord my
strength” (Psalm 19:14). Soli
Deo Gloria!
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ARE WE BEING UNBIBLICAL IN
OUR READING OF THE BIBLE?
by Peter Codington
Many, if not most of us, have
spent most of our lives in the
same place. We have become
accustomed to one cultural
context and specific ways of
thinking. For this reason, when
it comes to systems of learning
like theology, it is easy for us
to take things for granted or to
make subconscious assumptions about what we are studying. In addition, in our noisy
lives, it is easy to brush off the
messages of the Bible and to
forget for Whom we are living.
The result is that we often are
limited in our understanding
of the Bible, and we let our
“normal lives” drown out its
messages. What can we do?
We ought to be more awake
and alert and ready, as we wait
for the Bridegroom (Matthew
25), and we ought to be attentive to the voices of those with

different perspectives and understandings who are able to
better our understanding of
the Scriptures.
For those of us living in the
twenty-first century in a Western country, we might particularly be at risk and have difficulty relating to the Biblical
context. In addition, many of us
in the United States have lived
around wealthy people (and
may ourselves be wealthy), in
contrast with the poverty in so
many countries outside of the
West. How then can we expect
to understand the Bible and its
messages fully? Without careful study of the Biblical cultural context, and without the
insight from people that can
relate to it more, we are likely
to miss some of what it says.
However, there may be an even
greater danger that might ap-

ITCHING EARS
AND THE WORD OF GOD
by John Mitchell
Four years ago, during the first
few weeks of the fall semester,
a lively debate broke out between two students in a classroom at a small university in
middle-Georgia. They were
both taking an introductory
class on the philosophy of ethics, a course focused primarily on assigned readings and
class discussion. During one
in-class discussion, a Christian
student referenced a passage
of scripture from the Old Testament to support his point.
Another student, an atheist,
immediately challenged his
point by referencing a different passage of scripture from
the New Testament. A spirited
debate ensued, with both students referencing different Bible passages from the Old and
New Testament to argue their
respective points.
The story I share is an episode
from my own life. It is an example of the exception, not the

rule. It’s rare that anyone outside the faith will recognize the
legitimate contribution that
Scripture offers in regard to
cultural or political issues. The
idea in the mainstream right
now is that the Bible has nothing relevant to say about issues
of gender identity, sexual orientation, injustice, etc. To embrace the orthodox teaching
of God’s word on an issue like
same-sex marriage is to risk
being labeled a “bigot” or “prejudiced” or “hateful.” The Bible
is not a welcomed or accepted
source of truth as it pertains
to current political and social
issues. As Christians, however,
the Scripture must be the first
place we go when we look for
the truth. This is especially accurate as it relates to political
and social issues. The issue of
justice is an excellent place to
ponder this principle.
The Bible is abundantly clear
that God delights in justice.
The very foundation of His
throne, according to Psalm 89,

TALKING TRASH
by Natalie Davie
So, I am indeed writing about
trash, and I do, in fact, have an
opinion on it. I worked in
facilities freshman year, so I
know my trash. We need trash
cans at Covenant. This seems
like a silly thing to have to say.
Honestly I didn’t believe that

it was true that there were NO
trash cans outside buildings on
campus, but when I paid closer attention I realized it was
almost true. At the same time,
however, there is a lot of...
trash. It’s hard to walk across
campus without seeing litter
like apple cores or bits of paper. If we are called to be good

ply to anyone studying the
Bible. I think it is very easy to
be a passive reader, to study
the Bible without really considering what it says, without
considering other possible interpretations of passages, and
without letting it affect our
daily actions and lives. We are
in danger of being the person
in James 1 who reads the Bible
and forgets what it says, or at
least “leaves it there,” reading
the Bible as an old book of fiction that is not still powerful,
life-changing, and active. We
might even be in danger of living like those in Sodom who
“had pride, excess of food, and
prosperous ease, but did not
aid the poor and needy” (Ezekiel 16:49). I think these dangers are particularly acute in
our modern Western context,
where we are largely removed
from the poverty and neediness of the world, and from the
people with whom Jesus spent
most of His time.

asking ourselves “what am I
missing?” It is so easy for us
to be complacent with where
we are in our lives. We are at
“prosperous ease” (Ezekiel
16:49), and I think it is dangerous. I think the devil is at
work where we are figuratively
asleep or satisfied and content
with our lives. I am not saying
that it is wrong to be satisfied
and content; I am saying that
I do not think Jesus meant for
us to have simply passive lives.
We are called to action (James
2). In addition, we ought to
heed the voices of those with
different perspectives and
worldviews. There are Christians all around the world, and
many of them just might have
a better grasp of the Scriptures

because their cultural contexts
and histories may be closer to
the Biblical context. We ought
to listen to the voices of African, Asian, and Latin-American believers more than we
already do. Are we not all part
of the same Church? Will not
all cultures and peoples be represented in heaven (Revelation
7)? Therefore, we might do well
to hear different understandings and perspectives of the
truth of the Bible. In our complacent and self-assuring study
of the Bible, we are bound to
miss things. We ought to be
vigilant, questioning of ourselves, and open to the words
of many different voices, that
we might not be found asleep
and unfaithful when our time
is up.

Where am I going with all of
this? I am simply saying that
I am afraid that we are not
is righteousness and justice.
In Isaiah 51, God declares, “I
will set my justice for a light
to the peoples. My righteousness draws near, my salvation
has gone out, and my arms will
judge the peoples; the coastlands hope for me, and for my
arm they wait.” God declares
“my justice, my righteousness,
and my salvation” as a light
to the world. There is only
one justice that God declares
“mine.”
His command is clear to His
people in Zechariah 7 when he
says, “Render true judgments,
show kindness and mercy to
one another, do not oppress
the widow, the fatherless, the
sojourner, or the poor, and let
none of you devise evil against
another in your heart.” Aside
from Christ himself, the wisest
man to ever walk the earth was
King Solomon. What does he
have to say about justice? “Evil
men do not understand justice,
but those who seek the Lord
understand it completely.”
As Christians, we are not innately or intuitively predisposed to rightly understand
justice. The Scripture teaches
stewards of God’s creation,
especially at a school that
claims “In all things Christ
preeminent,” we should not
be littering. But for those who
just can’t hold onto their trash
until they make it into a building, trash cans around campus
would hopefully cut down on
the amount of litter. Also, trash
cans are pretty cheap, so buying a couple really wouldn’t be
too much of a hassle.
Here are some general ways
you, as students of Covenant,
can help. If you live on a hall
and get to put your waste in
hall trash cans, bag your trash.
Just do it. That pizza that you
found from last semester, or
that semi-moldy coffee that
you can’t recognize anymore,
bag those, too. I have had some
of the most concerning substances dripped or spilled on
me, because people have been
too lazy to bag their trash. If
you don’t bag your trash, it is

we are to earnestly seek the
Lord in order to understand
what justice is and how to
carry it out on behalf of the
weak, the poor, the sojourner
and the fatherless. Practically
speaking, how do we know if
we are getting it right? I think
Dr. Albert Mohler, President
of Southern Theological Seminary in Louisville, Kentucky,
gets it exactly right when he
says, “Where God’s people are,
there must be an increasing realization of the justice of God
in the society of which they
are a part.” Injustice exists in
our society. The question is,
how do Christians know what
action to take to cause “an increasing realization of the justice of God”?
I want to challenge and encourage my classmates, my
brothers and sisters in Christ,
to discern the will of God by
engaging with His Word. Today, there are many popular,
secular social movements.
Before any judgments about
these movements are made,
let’s look at their goals and
a real struggle for your fellow
brothers and sisters in Christ
who work in facilities to take it
out for you.
One thing I learned last year
is that seemingly harmless laziness can really make someone else’s job more difficult.
Another pet peeve of mine was
when people would just dump
entire drinks straight into the
trash. I know it’s not the easiest
thing to empty your cup and
then throw it out, but hey, it
isn’t the easiest thing to carry a
literal trash bag of liquid to the
dumpster either.
I also asked a former team 13
(facilities) worker and a good
bud of mine, Tori Vintzel (‘21),
her thoughts on her job and
just how Covenant handles
trash in general.
She told me, “I didn’t realize
how much people waste until
I had to take out the trash.” I

their methods in the light of
the truth of Scripture. Do they
affirm what we know is true
of Scripture? Are we allowing the truth and authority of
God’s word to help us discern
what policies and movements
we should embrace, or are we
reading God’s word with an
agenda? The culture says God’s
word is irrelevant. If we embrace the Bible as the word of
God, we will be ridiculed and
mocked. Are we prepared to
be called fools for Christ for
the sake of God’s word?
Our generation is passionate
about many things. Are we
growing impatient with sound
teaching from God’s Word?
My encouragement for the student body is simple: start each
day reading the Word of God,
because it is “living and active,
sharper than any two-edged
sword, piercing to the division
of soul and of spirit, of joints
and of marrow, and discerning
the thoughts and intentions
of the heart” (Hebrews 4:12
ESV).

also asked if she had any suggestions on how people could
make her job a little easier,
and she mentioned my two
main complaints stated above.
Vintzel also added, “Covenant doesn’t recycle plastic, so
please don’t put your recycling
in plastic bags.” She also agreed
trash cans on campus would
be nice because she is one of
the people who has to pick up
the litter left on the ground.
In summary, I think getting
even one or two trash cans
around campus would help
keep our campus cleaner and
make life easier for facilities
workers like sweet Tori. And I
would like to ask people to remember that their friends and
classmates have to clean up
after them everyday. Bag your
trash people and empty your
drinks before throwing your
cups away. It would (litter)ally
mean so much if you did. I’m
not sorry for that pun.

